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Legislators elaborate
on
UM budget study
By DANIEL BLAHA
Montana Kalinin Reporter

Some of the confusion sur
rounding a legislative committee's
request for inter-agency meetings
on university budget problems has
been cleared up.
Sen. William Mathers, R-Miles
City, chairman of the Legislative
Interim Finance Committee, sent
University of Montana President
Richard Bowers a letter yesterday
UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA President Richard Bowers tells the
Missoula chapter of the Rotary International club that his speaking
engagements around the state may have paid off In Increased enroll
ment. Bowers, who addressed the group at a luncheon Wednesday, said
enrollment has increased by 60 students from Fall Quarter, even though
enrollment usually drops from Fall Quarter to Winter Quarter. (Staff
photo by Mark Scharfenaker.)

No Kaimin
The Montana Kalmln will
not appear Tuesday because
of the holiday Monday for
Lincoln’s birthday. Publica
tion will resume Wednesday.

explaining the intent of two mo
tions passed by the finance com
mittee Jan. 28. The letter was cos lg n e d by Rep. F ra n c is
Bardanouve, D-Harlem, chairman
of the House Appropriations Com
mittee and vice chairman of the
finance committee.
The finance committee has
requested meetings between the
legislative fiscal analyst's staff, the
governor's budget staff, the
office of the commissioner of
higher education, the UM adminis
tration and a student representa
tive.
According to the letter, those
meetings are to have several pur
poses:
• “To determine the facts con
cerning numbers of faculty and

Proposed sports cuts protested
By DAVID LITTLE
Montana Kaimin Reporter

Editor’s note: This Is the second of
a two-part story on a report re
leased Tuesday by the University
of Montana intercollegiate athletic
review committee, which exam
ined athletics as part ot UM's staff
review. Interviews with UM per
sonnel who would be affected by
recommendation made in the
report are also included.

The athletics review committee's
recommendation that two of the
University of Montana's minor
sports programs be eliminated has
spawned controversy among at
hletic personnel.
The University of Montana is
required by Big Sky Conference
regulations to compete in football,
track and cross country. It must
compete in conference champion
ships in two of the three following

Bookstore board
gets new member
By STEVE STOVALL
Montana Kalmln Reporter

The Associated Students' Store Board Wednesday appointed
Cal Murphy to the board charged with selecting a University of
Montana project to spend the bookstore’s profits on.
Murphy was appointed to fill a position, which has been
vacant since last Fall Quarter, on the five-member Special
Reserve Trust Fund Board.
Store board and ASUM Central Board each appoint two
members and UM President Richard Bowers appoints one
member to this board.
Because the bookstore is a non-profit corporation, whatever
money it makes is not profit but excess funds, according to Larry
Hansen, student store manager.
The excess funds are put into the Special Reserve Trust Fund.
In the past the funds have been spent to construct three campus
tennis courts and to renovate Turner Hall.
The trust fund contains about $25,000, which the board will
“give out as they wish,” Hansen said.
Hansen also told the board he is still working on his formal
proposal to expand the bookstore. He said he is delaying the
proposal until information on textbook discounts is "pulled
together.”
During the last, store board meeting, board members
discussed giving students a 4 percent discount on textbooks
next fall. The board is waiting before making a decision on book
discounts to see whether the store can afford it.
Shoplifting
Bqprd members also discussed shoplifting and how much it
costs the bookstore. Hansen said shrinkage, which includes
money loss because of shoplifting, undercharging, and mer
chandising mistakes, cuts into gross sales by 2.2 percent and
that the store loses about $20,000-$25.000 a year because of
shrinkage.
The store does not have floorwalkers to catch shoplifters, he
said, and the only protection the store has against shoplifting is
employees happening to spot a person shoplifting.

sports: golf, tennis, or wrestling.
Thus the university could compete
in just six sports and still comply
with Big Sky Conference rules.
A recently enacted National
Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) rule, however, requires
that the university have eight
sports if it desires to participate in
Division l-AA football. UM has

recently considered changing its
football team from Division II to
Division l-AA in hopes of obtaining
better publicity and generating
revenues from its sports events.
The athletic review committee
said it believes the benefits derived
from moving to l-AA status justify
the expense of maintaining the
•

Coni, on p. 6.

non-faculty terminated (at UM) to
determine if those reductions are
in line with legislative action. This
report would be made available to
the committee’s March meeting.”
• 'To attempt to determine pro
gram impacts realized as a result of
these reductions.”
• "To examine other budgeting
alternatives for higher education.
These alternatives would include a
more sophisticated formula base
budgeting system, enrollment
averaging and uniform procedure
for supporting continuing educa
tion. These efforts should, over
• Cont. on p. 8.

Not what
he meant
Yesterday’s story on Wednes
day Central Board meeting
incorrectly reported that CB
Faculty Adviser John Wicks
termed CB's resolution asking for
the resignation or dismissal of
Lawrence Pettit, commissioner of
higher education, "the most
outrageous thing I've read
recently.” Wicks said yesterday he
was referring to the letter by Pettit
and Regent Chairman Ted James,
which prompted CB’s resolution.

SUB pondering UC space
By BETTE DEANE JONES
Montana Kaimin Reporter

The Women's Resource Center
and Legal Services are not the only
groups being considered for occu
pancy of “ prime” office space in
the University Center.
Next week Student Union Board
(SUB) will present its long-range
proposal for the best use of the
ground-floor area currently occu
pied by the two campus organiza
tions, SUB Chairman Pat Olson
said at a meeting Wednesday.
Both groups have already offer
ed proposals justifying their con
tinued use of the space.
Business May Get Nod
But the area could also be used
for a revenue-generating business,
such as a bar, a pinball arcade, a
delicatessen or a candy bar and
newspaper counter, according to
Olson. Expansion of the Associat
ed Students' Store is also being
considered, he said.
Olson said other campus organi
zations will also be considered for
the space, although as yet there
have been no requests from other
groups. Interested groups may still
present proposals at SUB's next
meeting Wednesday at 4 p.m. in
the ASUM conference room, Ol
son said.
Olson said the area was not
designed to be used as office
space, and it would cost at least
$25,000 to remodel the area if
either or both of the present
occupants stay. He said that this
would be necessary In order to

meet one of the criteria used in
evaluating the best use of the
space — a requirement which
considers the image created by the
organization.
Criteria
The board also agreed last week
to consider as criteria:
• the benefits offered to the
student body by a prospective
tenant.
• whether or not the prospective
tenant is a unit of student govern
ment.
• the remodeling costs present
ed by a prospective tenant.
• the revenue generated by a
prospective tenant.
However, these criteria do not
rule out use of the space by non
revenue generating groups that
provide services exclusively for
students, the board said.
Women's Resource Center
Coordinator Lori Mehrer objected
to the last criterion, which she said
favors Legal Services. The legal
aid organization provides services
exclusively to students.
Although the Women's Re
source Center is “geared to the
students," it also serves members
of the community, she said. The
organization should not be penal
ized for this, Mehrer contended,
rather community service should
be "acclaimed as a virtue.”
Olson said he is not interested in
the university's relations with the
community, and that he questions
the advisability of trying to provide
any community services In the UC.
Mehrer's attempt to add an

eighth criterion, which would look
favorably upon groups that serve
the community, failed.
Olson said the original criteria
would be sent to Central Board for
a "vote of confidence,” but, he
added, SUB will continue with its
long-range proposal under any
circumstances.

Primary is
Wednesday
The primary election for
ASUM president and vice
president will be held Wed
nesday, Feb. 15. Polls will be
open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in
the University Oenter,
Lodge, Liberal Arts Building,
Music Building and Health
Science Building. A validat
ed student I.D. is required to
vote.
If one of the four pairs of
candidates receives an abso
lute majority of votes cast, no
general election for presi
dent and vice president will
be held, according to Charmaine Wilson, tjead of the
ASUM election committee. If
no pair receives an absolute
majority, the top three vote
getting teams will be voted
on in a general election on
March 1.
Interviews with candidates
tor president and vice presi
dent begin on p. 3.

o p in io n --------------------------------------------

Pettit-James’logic flounders

"I’m getting real discouraged with
the doom and gloom talk over there. I
don't think it's helping at all."

—Regent Jeff Morrison, Helena
Well, Jeff, your superiors aren’t
helping either, Larry Pettit, commis
sioner of higher education, and Ted
James, chairman of the Board of
Regents, have just confirmed our
suspicions once more. Their heads are
full of helium.
This twosome sent a letter Monday
to the chairman of the legislative
Interim Finance Committee to an
nounce their stand (and apparently
that of University of Montana President
Richard Bowers): They will not accept
any supplementary financing for UM
unless the Legislature is "willing to
commit permanently to a lower
student-faculty ratio for the University
of Montana so that a restoration of
faculty positions now is not merely a
postponement of inevitable cuts” and
unless the Legislature can "provide a
supplement for Montana State Univer
sity so that equity . . . will prevail.”
(Emphasis added.)
The finance committee voted at its
last meeting to set up inter-agency
meetings to assess the impact of the
faculty and staff cuts at UM and look

into a better budgeting system that
would involve a more sophisticated
and fair student-faculty ratio.
The Pettit-James letter was the first
response to the finance committee's
action to come from the commission
er's office.
The logic that drives this letter is up
to par; it flounders. How can any
Legislature "commit permanently” to
anything ? And assuming that the
cutbacks were "inevitable," what’s the
harm in doing them in a sane manner—
through attrition?
James and Pettit say they will do
anything to meet what they apparently
consider to be legislative intent: quick,
random and grossly inefficient cut
backs of UM faculty and staff — damn
the consequences.
Some of those consequences have
been:
• the loss of 28 people from the UM
library, making for reduced student
services and unbearably heavy work
loads.
• the loss of staff in the computer
center that has been drastic enough to
slow the university's business nearly to
a standstill.
• the waste of valuable faculty time,
which is now being spent on clerical
duties, since many.areas have lost sec
retaries.

And these are just a few. Having to
confront the spectre of seeing things
get worse next year with the loss of 60
faculty positions makes this letter
intolerable to most people on this
campus.
No, Jeff, it's not doom and gloom
"talk." You’ve been hearing from peo
ple who are trying to do their jobs —
educate the students of Montana —
under extremely trying conditions and
without the support of the commis
sioner and the regents. .
Just being positive will not help the
current situation. Enrollment did go up
by 119 full-time equivalent student this
quarter, but nothing will get better until
the people in power decide they want
to do something right, for a change.
James told a reporter Wednesday
that since the regents had agreed to the
19:1 student-faculty ratio, to ask for
more money from the Legislature now
would “make us look like fools.”
You said it, Ted. But how can you
forget that the regents had the current
19:1 stuffed down their throats under
threats of a 20:1 from Fiscal Analyst
John LaFaver? The Council of Presi
dents agreed to a 19:1 ratio that
included continuing education, which
the Legislature later chopped off.

More than a few legislators have said
they now think that UM’s appropriation
was handled in an unfair manner. But
Pettit and James are committed to this
manner.

Just because the “painful” decisions
have been made doesn't change the
consequences: the quality of educa
tion at this school will suffer.
Which means that the students will
suffer.
Central Board perfectly expressed
the students’ perspective Wednesday
night when it resolved that Pettit
should be dismissed or resign from his
office.
If the regents and the commissioner
are unconcerned about UM's and
MSU's problems and will not do their
utmost to relieve them, they should all
step down.
The only explanation Pettit gave
reporters for the stance this letter takes
is that he wanted to dispel "false
hopes" that any solutions to UM’s
dilemma could be found.
What has been dispelled is any hope
that the commissioner will adequately
do his job of running the university
system.
Barbara Miller

letters
Go away
Editor Please, Larry, go away. Doesn’t
Arizona or Utah or Wyoming need a
commissioner of higher education? Isn't
there some way we can unload you on
someone else? You are a curse to the
University of Montana. And what have you
done for the Montana University System?
Patrick Sheehy
senior, journalism

‘Gobbledegook’
Editor: Dan Kemmis' statement in the
Kaimin (2/7/78) either makes a lot of sense
or is so much pre-election gobbledegook.
Kemmis should make clear to voters in
which category they should place his
comments. A number of UM-related folks
were active and supportive in Kemmis’
previous election to the Legislature. He was
so grateful for their support that he came
out during the legislative session in opposi
tion to increased appropriations for UM.
His rationale was some foggy-headed
notion about it being time to change
lifestyles. It appears that quite a bunch of
Kemmis' colleagues got his message loud
and clear albeit a bit later. He can be
satisfied that some 60-plus faculty and
many staff people at UM have or will shortly
embark on a dramatic lifestyle change.
Similarly, John Driscoll, currently a
candidate for U.S. Senate, made derogato
ry comments about UM faculty during the
last legislative session. As majority leader
in the Montana House, Driscoll referred to
some unspecified faculty as “dead wood.” It
is fair to presume that Driscoll, like his
colleague Rep. Paul Pistoria, has some
personal list of faculty he doesn't like and
would like to have fired. Whether he is
satisfied with the results of his and his
colleagues' recent action which resulted in
the loss of jobs for faculty is unclear. One
thing that is clear is that he took no effective
action to prevent the punitive slashing of
UM appropriations.
Faculty, students, staff, alumni and
others interested in the future of UM can
not afford to commit valuable time and
resources to supporting candidates with
less than firm commitment to improving the
funding for the university. We need to use
our energy and resources to support and

elect persons who will make concrete
commitments and develop specific strate
gies to effectively change the anti-UM
orientation of the Legislature. Some, in
cluding present legislators, will argue that
the action of the 45th Legislature was not
Intentionally punitive to UM. Such a posi
tion necessarily assumes legislators are
fools unable to predict the outcome of their
decisions. Whether they are punitive or
fools or just apathetic we can ill afford to
have more of their kind in the Legislature in
the future.
Richard Vandiver
assistant professor, sociology

Have to ball
Editor: The question has never been, “to
ball, or not to ball." We have to ball. We have
no choice, right? When we don't get it, we
harden, we whimper, some of us even
commit mass murder. In life the idea is to
get off, and if we fail in all other respects, we
can always fall back on some form of
humping.
What has slipped from our grasp is that
the bottom line of intercourse is reproduc
tion. Babies are made this way. Yet when
the chronic urge rises and it becomes time
to give lay, get laid, we want to avoid
reproduction like the bubonic plague.
Occasionally a sperm will connect. I paid,
she was spread-eagled and psychological
ly traumatized, the fetus was suctioned. It
had to die. It was in our way. We were
balling for fun anyway, not for a kid.
All I'm saying is that it’s a bad sign. We are
responsible every minute of our lives, not
just when we are trapped. We must pay
attention to what we are doing. We must
discover our programming.
Greg Leichner
Missoula

Rare election
Editor: It is a rare election (student or
otherwise) where one group of candidates
can be clearly distinguished from any
other. But the upcoming ASUM election
provides an example of this phenomenon.
Students for Justice have been actively

working to find solutions to the university's
crisis since early fall. Two of the leaders of
Students for Justice, Tom Jacobson and
Steve Carey, are running for ASUM presi
dent and vice president, respectively. Both
have been effective in support for the
university both on and off campus. They
were so effective that a nervous regent’s
chairman, Ted James, and Commissioner
of Higher Education Larry Pettit felt the
need to turn down a badly needed special
appropriation before it was granted. But
even with this setback, powerful individuals
in the Legislature are now far more cogniz
ant of the university's problems.
Students will soon have the unique
opportunity to vote for individuals who
have already demonstrated their dedication
to the university and their leadership ability.
Supporting them would be like going into a
poker game holding all the aces: You can’t
Ipse!
Stanley I. Grossman
associate professor, mathematics

‘Initiative’
Editor: UM students will be asked to vote
soon. The same students have also been
handed a new mandate from the state
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administration In the last year. These
mandates have been so indefensible as to
cause confusion among those responsible
concerning who is really responsible. In
any case, faced with these kinds of direc
tives, which do threaten the quality of the
university, the Students for Justice have
rallied student action and provided most of
the representation and initiative for student
interests. Moreover, where they could have
gone a radical route and gotten nowhere,
they went through channels whereby they
could confront those responsible and at
least gain respect for the students' point of
view. This "initiative” can be furthered, and
appreciation can be shown, by a vote for the
Students for Justice.
Summerfield Baldridge
senior, history

Special attention
Editor I would like to call your special
attention to a slate of officers for Central
Board under the name of "Students for
Justice."
It has been my pleasure to be associated
with a number of the individuals on the slate
through classes in the art department and
during the most recent financial crisis (i.e.,
faculty and staff cutbacks). You will find
them to be honest and forthright in their
activities. They have a firm and sincere
desire to enhance the quality of an educa
tional experience here at the University of
Montana.
As a group, they are well organized, selfmotivated and able to work within the
system to positively affect the university
and community in general. In short, these
are the rational kind of people we need in all
our elected offices.
Ken D. Little
assistant professor, ceramics

Letters Policy
Letters should be • Typed preferably triple spaced.
•Signed with the author's name, class, major, telephone
number and address. «No more than 300 words (longer
letters will be printed occasionally) •Mailed or brought
to the Montana Kaimin. J-206 The Kamun reserves the
right to edit all letters and is under no obligation to print
all letters received. Anonymous letters or pseudonyms
will not be accepted.

1 9 7 8 ASUM p r im a r y e le c t io n :
Four team s explore the issu e s
Jacobson & Gray:
Only on e w ay left—ahead
By JERI PULLUM
The budget is the biggest prob
lem facing the University of Monta
na, according to Garth Jacobson,
ASUM presidential candidate.
He especially bemoaned the
budget cuts in the library, calling it
the "blood and guts" of the univer
sity.
Both he and his running mate,
Jeff Gray, stressed during an
interview Wednesday that they
didn’t think much could be done
now about the faculty and staff
cuts, but that planning should be
done to avert a similar situation in
the future.
Jacobsen, junior in economics
/philosophy, said ASUM needs to
“get the students involved so that
this doesn't happen again."
ASUM should get together a
"concerted effort" to get the stu
dents involved and let them know
what going on.
Gray said that since Ted James,
chairman of the Board of Regents,
has said that he will not support
any supplemental funding unless
several conditions are met, chan
ces to avoid the cuts are narrow.
“That leaves us with only one

way to go and that's to go ahead,”
he said. "There Is no short-term
solution."
Criticism
Jacobson criticized the present
ASUM administration for not lead
ing the way in the push to get
financing this fall.
He said ASUM “failed in getting
done what should have been done
this fall.”
Gray, senior in history/political
science, defended the administra
tion, which he has been a part of as
a Central Board member since last
spring, by saying that ASUM was
caught in "unforeseen circum
stances" for which no one had
planned.
The team does have some
changes in mind for Central Board,
however. Both would like to see
the Central Board meeting run
more informally.
“People in the audience are
alienated by parliamentary proce
dure," Jacobson said.
Jacobson said they would like to
open up each meeting for about 20
minutes so the members of the
audience can comment.

Another emphasis for the team Is
"accessibility."
Jacobson, who is dorm council
president for Elrod-Dunlway.'sald
he intends to live on-campus "in
order to get a greater input from
students who don't usually say
anything,"
Jacobson said he thinks stu
dents are mainly interested in
quality education and getting
through college to find a job. But,
he added, many student do not
know what is going on.
Gray said students have a mis
understanding about how much
student government can accomp JEFF GRAY and GARTH JACOBSON.
lish. Most of them do not speak out ASUM is to the students in han for the office if he did not think
because they do not know what to dling the student activity fee, something could be done.1Gray
do.
according to Gray.
plans to graduate in the fall of
Jacobson, who served as a
Jacobson, a 20-year-old from 1978.
reading clerk in last year's Legisla Helena, said he is running for
Gray said that ASUM “takes a
ture, emphasized the need for a president because he saw "a real while to get used to” and since he
strong student lobby.
need for leadership.” He said he has been on Central Board since
"If the students .know what a has a lot of experience that will last spring he could keep things
critical year it is, the students will help him to understand “the crazi moving.
get out and get Involved,” he said. ness of things.”
Gray said he thinks he could
The team plans to try to get a
handle
10 credits and still do a
"I couldn't believe the crazi
letter-writing campaign going next
good job.
year during the Legislative ses ness," he said, of his experience
Dealing with the UM administra
sion. Another idea is Inviting with the Montana Legislature.
tion involves trying to work with
legislators to UM, they said.
Gray, a 23-year-old from Great them but not giving in, both Gray
But the major responsibility of Falls, said he would not be running and Jacobson agreed.
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Jacobsen & Carey:
‘Fragm ents’ co m e together
By JERI PULLUM
"Fragmentation" is the biggest
problem facing the University of
Montana, according to Tom Ja
cobsen, ASUM presidential candi
date.
“The biggest problem is chaos,
in terms of identity as a university,"
he said. “We can't even live coop
eratively with ourselves. Until we
do, we have no chance to live
cooperatively with the Board of
Regents."
UM needs to have a definite
direction, his running mate, Steve
Carey, said during the Wednesday
interview with both candidates.
Jacobsen said that the external
workings of UM hinge on the
internal state of the school.
“We intend to make the students
of UM into a political body," he
said. “ASUM should be the glue
that holds the campus community
together.”

Jacobsen, 21, senior in philosophy/psychology, and Carey, 21,
junior in philosophy, are the only
team running on a party ticket.
Both candidates are members of
the Students for Justice, a group
formed last spring to protest the
legislative budget for UM.
The group has been working totry to get special funding to stave
off the faculty cuts that were
announced in December by UM
President Bowers to meet the
budget.
Jacobsen'said he would like to
see ASUM hold forums between
different segments of the campus
to provide an “opportunity for the
campus to arrive at a kind of
consensus as to its identity."
Carey said the university should
be "leading society rather than
tagging along."
Both Carey and Jacobsen said
that the decision to run for ASUM

was a group decision of the 20 to
25 members who usually show up
at the Students for Justice meet
ings.
"It was a matter of the group's
consensus that we would be able
to do our job through ASUM at a
more expanded level," Jacobsen
said.
One change both candidates
would like to see is in the meetings
of Central Board, the legislative
body of ASUM.
Jacobsen said he would like to
make the meetings “entertaining
as well as informative."
He said he would like to open up
discussion during the meetings so
that members of the audience
could speak as freely as the board
members.
He criticized the present ASUM
administration for its structure and
for its lack of efficiency in some
areas.
“The physical structure of
ASUM is deadening," he said.
"We can criticize all we want but
it wouldn’t do any good,” he said.
Speaking about the move this
fall to prevent the faculty cuts,
Carey added, “We do feel they
were lax in their support in pre-

TOM JACOBSEN and STEVE CAREY, Students for Justice.
serving the university as we know
it. That was unconscionable."
Jacobsen also criticized the UM
administration for its actions this
fall- He added, however, that
ideally the two should function
autonomously but work together.
“We will come up against the
administration at various times,”
Carey said. “We hope our percep
tions can be complementary.”
Carey, whose hometown is Sid
ney, Mont., said he will get satis
faction “from attempting to effect
our principles" such as getting

people with like interests to coop
erate and act together.
Jacobsen, who will graduate in
June, said the job will give him a
chance to "articulate student con
cerns.” Jacobsen, from Glendive,
Mont., plans to enroll next fall as a
non-degree graduate student.
Carey said that students are
interested in "developments that
will be important in the future,
such as the environment.
“ In talking to students, they
seem to have a concern for the
environment,",he said.

W illiam s & Waddell:
UM’s im age n eed s help
By JERIPULLUM
A negative image is the biggest
problem for the University of
Montana, according to Byron
Williams, ASUM presidential can
didate.

BYRON C. WILLIAMS and SCOTT WADDELL.

He said UM has been "misunder
stood."
His running mate Scott Waddell
agreed.
“ It all stems from! image,” he
said, speaking of other problems,

such as faculty cuts and budget
problems. “Once we overcome the
image problem and get more
i= >

W ORDEN’S M INI
MARKET
N O W OPEN
Right Behind the Burger King on 93
Open Daily 8 to 12

One Stop Shopping for Everything from
Snacks to Six Packs to Ice Cold Kegs

SPECIAL

2.79

LUCKY COLD PACKS only *
It’s Lucky when you live in the West!
Worden’s Mini Market
On Livingston, Behind Burger King

728-7553

Worden’s Downtown
“75 Years of Tradition”

549-1293

W

i l l i a m

s

&

W

students here, we can get more
funds," he said.
Williams added, "We should not
fight and involve all our energy so
much for what has been taken from
us as for what we still have."
Williams, a 23-year-old pre
physical therapy major, said he
decided to run after watching the

a

d

d

e

l l . . .

performance of student govern
ment for the last three years and
watching the student government
flounder for lack of leadership.
Because of his past roles of
leadership in campus groups,
including president of both the
Montana Muscular Dystrophy As
sociation and the Black Student

Union, Williams, who is from New
Orleans, La., said he though he
had the leadership qualities miss
ing in past student leaders.
Waddell, a 20-year-old sopho
more in education, said he applied
for positions in ASUM several
times but (ASUM President) Greg
Henderson didn't see fit to bless

Olson & Johnson:
ASUM sh ou ld help recruit

me with any of those positions."
So, he said, running for office
seemed to be the best way to get
one of the positions.
Waddell said he thought student
government was too concerned
with state matters.
“ I didn't see' many studentoriented Ideas coming out of
ASUM," he said.
Both candidates agreed that
quality education is the biggest
concern of most students.
University students are “con
cerned about themselves and what
they receive from this university
and why this university Isn’t more
responsive to their individual and
diverse needs," Williams said.
Student government has to be
conarned with "making policy and
lobbying," he said. "That's impor
tant but It shouldn’t be the primary
focus.”

"Flexibility, readjustment and
re-evaluation" were three essential
qualities Williams listed for student
government.
Williams and Waddell had sever
al ideas to change ASUM from
being* “too formalized, too apart
from the students."
One idea is to move Central
Board into the dorms once a
month. The meetings are now held
in the UC Montana Rooms.
The candidates also want to set
up meetings between students and
faculty and administrators to allow
them to discuss problems. The
third idea is to start a KUFM
program to allow students to call in
ideas and complaint to the ASUM
officers.
Williams said he wants to set up
a "randomly-selected non-biased"
committee of students to recom
mend people for ASUM presiden
tial appointments.
Although the president would
still have the ultimate say in those
appbintments, Williams said, th,e

By MIKE OLDHAM
first time in ASUM history."
Olson said that interest must be
The biggest problem at the He described the turnover rate in "generated" within the committee.
University of Montana is its declin committees as "phenomenal.”
Olson also said that ASUM’s role
ing enrollment, according to Pat
The ASUM bylaws and constitu with the Legislature is to represent
Olson, ASUM presidential candi
tion must be "scrutinized," Olson the students' point of view. The
date, and his running-mate, Glenn
said. He used the Student Action students should also be represent
Johnson.
Center and its lack of bylaws as an ed in collective bargaining.
Olson, a junior in interpersonal
example.
• Coni, on p. 8
communication, said that student
Role of ASUM
government should play an active
• Williams defined ASUM as "one
part in recruiting students to UM.
unified body" concerning itself
He said that the decreasing enrol
with the general welfare of the
lment created problems for UM
students.
•Cont. on p. 8.
because of projected increases in
past years.
ASUM should put "a great deal
of time," he said, into recruiting
and “should probably undertake
its own efforts to recruit students.”
Tonight and tomorrow night after the games get
He said that ASUM could send
a delicious Hot Fudge Sundae made with, giant
representatives to "workshops
around the country” to learn
double scoops oWich vanilla ice cream, topped with
recruiting techniques.
loads of Hot Fudge, mounds of whipped cream, nuts
He also said that'ASUM could
and a cheery cherry at
publish newsletters and send them
to the high schools in Montana
encouraging students to take part
in campus organizations.
The candidates strongly feel that
the student interest across campus
Open Sun.-Thurs. Noon to 10, Fri. and Sat. Noon to Midnight
4A A
isn't always represented and that
IN THE SOUTH CENTER
people in dormitories are some
GLENN
JOHNSON
and
PAT
OLSON.
times "shoved aside."
Both candidates live on campus
and as Johnson puts it, "the main
concern if we are elected is the
S H A R E A B O T T L E O F W IN E W ITH
people on campus. They're the
ones that see the whole picture."
YOUR H O N E Y O N V A L E N T IN E ’S D A Y
Johnson, asophomore in secon
dary education, added that he and
Olson are "open to criticism from
Twosome Specials
all sides.”
Healthy
Green
and
Taylor
Red . .. Rich & Smooth
Olson said that people who live
off-campus aren't familier with
*3.30
Blooming Plants for
what is going on because going to
Paul Mason . . . Smooth White Wine
classes is the only contact most of
*3.00
them have with the campus.
The most important objective of
Large Selection of Cactus
the pair is to "represent the stu
and Succulents
dents and protect their rights,"
Complete Line of Macrame and Supplies
Johnson said. One way of doing
11-9 Mon.-Fri.
Fairway Shopping Center
that is not to allocate money to
11-6 Sat.
A
Open 10-2 a.m. Daily
groups “outside the university,” he
said.
101 S. 3rd W
728-7717
11-5 Sun.
I
In an effort to protect student
rights, Johnson wants to establish
a student-faculty committee to
represent both sides in grading
disputes.
He said that members of the
committee would listen to gripes
about teachers and give recom
mendations to the department
chairmen. He said that right now
students “can't do anything about
Eastern lawyer (Stewart) is determined to rid a Western town of
problems with teachers at this
its resident error, Liberty Valance, through organization of the
school." He said that if a lot of
citizens, elections, etc. Wayne, the other leading strong gun,
complaints were filed it would lead
watches Stewart's ineffectual idealistic efforts in amusement,
department Chairmen to "take a
then does the job himself by simply shooting Liberty. The
closer look at teachers."
townsfolk consider Stewart the hero and launch him on a
Olson, who is 20 years old and a
successful political career. Meanwhile, back at the ranch,
Wayne dies in obscurity:
1975 graduate of Hellgate High
School, describes budgeting as "a
Cast: James Stewart, John Wayne, Lee Marvin, Edmond O'Brien
hard process to go through, but
Glenn and I have both seen it
twice."
Olson has been ASUM parlia
COPPER COMMONS
mentarian since April and has
served on the Student Union
FREE
TONIGHT
8 P.M.
Board since Spring Quarter and
was appointed chairman of SUB
(We apologize, the other films did not arrive.
Fall Quarter. He is also a member
They will be shown later in the year.)
of ASUM's budget and finance
committee.
WELCOME TO ACIU
He said that during the past year
the "budget and finance commit
REGIONAL
GAMES TOURNAMENT
tee was. productive for about the

HOT FUDGE SUNDAE SPECIAL

BEST’S
ICE CREAM FACTORY

VALENTINE’S DAY

t

FAIRWAY LIQUOR

THE M A N
W H O SH O T
LIBERTY V A L A N C E

CENTER CINEMA

Sports cuts

.. ,

• Coni, from p. 1.
additional two sports required in
addition to the basic six Big Sky
sports.
But according to the report, the
committee "does not feel that the
current financial condition of the
university can permit the existence
of an excessive number of sports."
According to the committee, no
other Big Sky Conference school
participates in as many sports as
UM. The University of Idaho and
Boise State each have nine sports.
Montana State University, Idaho
State University, and Weber State
each compete in eight intercolle
giate sports, and Northern Arizona
University participates in only
seven sports.
The committee said that the
elimination of any of the major
sports such as basketball, football,
track, or cross country "should not

be undertaken without similar
eliminations at the other state
institutions within Montana."
Because those sports tradition
ally provide the greatest number of
both spectators and participants,
not to mention bringing in the
greatest amount of money, the
committee said it feared the elimi
nation of any of the major sports
could have a "disproportionately
detrimental impact upon future
enrollment figures."
For those reasons, the commit
tee recommended that two minor
sports programs be eliminated so
the university could sponsor only
the eight sports required by Div
ision l-AA NCAA requirements.
The report said that although
they deliberated “at some length"
to determine which two sports
should be eliminated, they felt the
decision could best be made by the
athletic director in conjunction
with the committee.

jH n lh tn g (tta m p a ttg
Is Much More Than a Disco . . .

TODAY

TONIGHT

Sandwich Special

Mexican &
American Food

A delicious seaburber served
With creamy clam chowder...
$1.95

Followed by an evening of
contemporary disco

And SUNDAY
Night
Bring in Your
Own Albums
and Experience

^ E x c it in g

Sunday
N ight
Fever

E x c e p t io n
145 West Front St.

728-7370

The committee did say, howev
er, that if swimming was chosen for
elimination, that the "provisional
and temporary women's program
should also be eliminated."
Fred Stetson, aquatic director
for UM, said that if swimming was
chosen to be cut he would "raise
holy Billy Hell.”
He said he "operates on a
shoestring budget as it is," and that
before any sports are cut he would
like to see the athletic department
"be more equitable with the money
they have now." He said a sport
such as track is funded as a threeseason sport, and that the UM
swim team, the only intercollegiate
swim team in the state, gets a "very
small percentage of the athletic
budget."
Harley Lewis, men’s intercolle
giate athletics director, insisted
that money saved 'by cutting two
minor sports would not be used for
the football program. He said he
does not anticipate that the move
to Division l-AA status would be an
expensive undertaking.
Lewis said UM “operates on the
smallest athletic budget in the Big
Sky conference. The total budget
for men’s athletics at UM is

always get priority over the non
revenue sports."
The committee's recommenda
tion for the men's athletic program
was: “That no staff be eliminated
other than those which would
result from the elimination of the
two minor sports."
The recommendations for
women's athletics were:
• That its funding level be equal
to the present budget.
• That teaching loads of
coaches be decreased in order to
sever ties with the Health and
Physical Education (HPE) Depart
ment in the future.
Women's Athletic Director Shar
• That tenure not be offered to
on Dinkle disagrees with several coaches and that they be hired
items in the committee's report.
according to their teaching abili
She said that in addition to ties.
overlooking the women’s tennis
• That the program increase its
program, the committee has failed student recruitment and public
to rank the priorities of the depart relations efforts within existing
ment with regard to teaching, American Intercollegiate Athletics
coaching, and administration.
for Women guidelines.
• That revenue-producing ac
She said she is against the idea
of consolidation “ until the time tivities be conducted to help defray
when we have equal tooting." She the cost of the program.
• That reasonable consolida
expressed concern that if the two
programs were consolidated that tion of both athletic programs be
the “revenue sports (which are the carried out to insure equal treat
men’s sports at present) would ment of men and women athletes.
• That an athletic director with
no coaching or teaching responsi
8
UNIVERSITY CENTER HOLIDAY SCHEDULE FOR &
2
FEBRUARY 13, 1978
£ bilities be placed in charge of the
3
. LINCOLN’S BIRTHDAY
3 university intercollegiate athletic
» RECREATION CENTER, Feb. 13, 1978, Open noon to 11 p.m. jj program and that an assistant
2 ASSOCIATED STUDENTS STORE, Feb. 13, 1978, closed
8 athletic director be selected who
8 U.C. OFFICES, Feb. 13, 1978, closed
S has no teaching responsibilities.
The athletic review committee
8 U.C. LOUNGE and INFORMATION DESk, Feb. 13,1978, open £
8 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.
S members are: Jack Morton, assist
» FOODSERVICE, Feb. 13,1978, Copper Commons, open only 11 8 ant professor of management,
8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
8 chairman: Bill Waters, associate
8 GRAPHIC DESIGN SERVICES, Feb. 13, 1978, closed
8
professor of chemistry; Deanna
8 TECHNICAL SERVICES, Feb. 13, 1978, closed
£ Sheriff, executive director of the
*8:IS8X !8X 9*X 8X 8X 8X 8X !8X 8S8X S*X 8X 8X 9*X 8X 8X 8X B *X 8X 8X 8X 8X 8
Alumni Association and adminis
tration representative; Ken Willett,
UM chief of police; Roger Bach
man, alumni representative; Norm
Taylor, professor of management,
THE RESIDENCE HALLS OFFICE IS CURRENTLY
and Eric Anderson, student in
business administration.
ACCEPTING RESIDENT ASSISTANT APPLICA
TIONS FOR THE 1978-79 ACADEMIC YEAR. APPLI
CATIONS MAY BE OBTAINED AT THE RESIDENCE
bring y w r Y o f R a t t s a
HALLS OFFICE, ROOM 260, LODGE BUILDING, OR
AT ANY OF THE RESPECTIVE HALL DESKS. APPLI
LINCOLN'S
CANTS MUST HAVE A MINIMUM 2.00 G.P.A. AND
BIRTHDAY
AN INTEREST IN WORKING WITH PEOPLE. INTER
S K 1D JV T
VIEWS WILL BE SCHEDULED DURING WINTER
DISCOVERY B U M
QUARTER, AND NEW RESIDENT ASSISTANTS
WILL BE SELECTED PRIOR TO THE END OF
SPRING QUARTER. QUESTIONS RELATIVE TO
Mm.hb.13'
«
THESE POSITIONS SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO
THE RESIDENCE HALLS OFFICE. APPLICATIONS
SHOULD BE COMPLETED AND RETURNED TO
Today Through Sunday
THE RESIDENCE HALLS OFFICE BY FEBRUARY 10.
$746,000. That figure represents
total income, including gate re
ceipts, and contributions from
alumni groups such as Century
Club.
Lewis said that he does not want
to eliminate any minor sports, but
if they are, the money saved
"would be a minimal amount."
He suggested that the money
saved by cutting two minor sports
might be used to "upgrade other
minor sports, such as wrestling,"
and would not be used to escalate
the football program or pay for the
move to Division l-AA.

i

BOOK SALE
10%-30% off
10 a.m.-8 p.m. 1221 Helen
The University of Montana is committed to a program of equal
opportunity in faculty and staff recruiting, employment and ad
vancement, in student admission, employment and financial
assistance, without regard to race, color, religion, sex or national
origin.
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GOOD LUCK ACUI!
Come Watch . . .
Billiards, Bowling
Foosball, Table Tennis
Bridge, Chess

WEEKEND SPECIALS

243-2733
OPEN
^ ^ ^ A fte m o o n ^ ^ E v e n in g s

• Saturday: Pool Drawing Every Hour for
One Free Hour After Tournament
• Sunday: Red Head Pins
ALL DAY

PRIZES — GIFT CERTIFICATES
YOUR NAME IN PRINT
It’s a chance to win food, clothes, m usic, m ovies, packs, pool, paraphernalia arid media exposure.
A ll you have to do is enter the First Annual

In Honor of
. George Washington’s Birthday,
Cut Down a Joke with a Hatchet Contest.
T H R E E C A T E G O R IE S W ITH T H R E E
P R IZ E S A W A R D E D IN E A C H C A T E G O R Y
ENTRY BLANK

-Humorous Stories
No longer than 750 words, please,

Name ________ _________Phone Number.

-Cartoons and Humorous Drawings.

Students:

(See example at right.)

-Limericks

Year In School___ Major_____

Non-Students: Address

(See example below.)
Occupation
Title of Entry
Bear Limericks

Category

There is an old bear named Ursus
Who cant get enough o f poem
verses,
So he told me today
To see folks and say
Either write some or he'll start to
curse us.

-Limerick

-Cartoon

Deadline for All Entries
Feb. 24
“V "

BUTTERFLY
HERBS

BOOKSHOP

P r iz e s—P r iz e s—P rizes
Need clothes? Food? Music? Pool? Entertainment?
We do! But we're not eligible.
Only our readers can win the marvelous prizes that
we bribed these advertisers into giving you.
One catch! You must turn in something funny within
the next two weeks to our offices.
Something to make us laugh.

>-

-Short
Story

-<

Th. "IN HONOR o r OEOROE WASHINGTON S SIRTHDAY, CUT DOWN A JOKE
WITH A HATCHET- ContMt
RULES
1. Staff msmbsn and thatr Immediate families may not participate. All other
readers are eligible.
2. Stories must be no longerthan 790 words. Llmsrtcfcs wilt be lodged separately,
as will cartoons. First, second and third place prices will be awarded In each
category, as well ae some honorable mentions.
3. Stories, cartoons and limericks will be Judged by the Kalmln staff.
Judgments are Anal.
4. Each winning place or cartoon will be run In the Kalmln, with the name of the
author or artist Each winner will receive a prize, sponsored by the Kalmln, from a
Kalmln advertiser.
5. Any contestant can submit material In any or all categories. AN material
submitted for competition must be In the Kalmln offices no later than Feb. 24.
Judging will take place Feb. 29 and 26.
6. Each page of the entry must be dearly marked with author or artist's name.

-<

An advanced slate of congenital Insanity has
Induced the staff of the

■ mofitono

k a iiv im

-<

- A

To sponsor this contest with hopes that Spring is
just around the corner.

.

■classified adsand Lolo Pass — Marco. 258-6018.

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
40* p*r 5-word lino first Insertion
30* per 5-word line consecutive insertion $1.00
minimum
Lost/Found A Transportation Free
Deadline; Noon Day Before Insertion
Ads not Accepted by Phone — Prepayment
Required._____________________________

FOUND: Leather MITTEN w/liner. on highway near
Lubrecht Forest Sunday. Call 728-2467 after 5.
___________________________________59-4
FOUND SMONEYS: in front of Science Building.
Call and claim. 243-4340.
59-4
LOST: BLUE bookpack in F206 Jan. 30 or 31. Please
call Louise — 728-2362.
59-4
LOST: MALMUTE PUP; was tied near Venture
Center Friday (2/3). Macrame collar. Leave
message. 543-4885.
59-4

. LOST OR FOUND
LOST. WHITE Samoyed female pup. REWARD. 5492683.
61-2

ransom. Help raise funds to return ft to the
Smithsonian. Contact Drek the not-so-lucky.
62-1
LAWRENCE K PETTIT won't you leave us alone.
UM students.
62-1
DUFFY AND ERIC let’s do a few lines of Crystal.
62-1

YOU’RE INVITED. Join the rabble routing Kaimin
Krew at Connie's today at 5 p.m.
62-1

CRAIG HALL desk has found items: gloves, glasses,
hat, keys, etc., btw. 8-5 weekdays.
59-4

THANK YOU to all our friends who backed us up
Beaver Creek.
62-1

LOST: KEYS on black key case In very bad
condition. Return to UC information desk. Needed
badly!
60-4

LOST: BROWN wallet at Rec. Center. 2/2/78. Keep
the money but please return the wallet & contents
to UC Info. desk. Thanks!
59-4

WHAT WOULD HAPPEN if they held an ASUM
election and everybody voted?
62-1

A GRAY FELT FEDORA HAT that once belonged to
John Ryan, 1st president of MPC, is being held

KUBRISHERZCHEN WELCOME HOME AND HAP
PY BIRTHDAY.
62-1

BOO BOO amo te. Amasne getiam me? — Amicus
Canis.
62-1

PRESS CLUB today at Connie’s, 5 p.m.

Happy Valentine’s Day

Landry’s Used Vacuums

to both My Women
Mandy and Kathy

Buy-Sell-Trade a Repair

Love, Alan

62-1

BRUCE, you WILL have a fantastic B-day. Goldfish.
____________________ ______________ 62-1
"HOW SHOULD WE THEN LIVE?” Episode VI The
Scientific Age written by and featuring Dr. Francis
Schaeffer will be shown Sunday, Feb. 12,6 p.m.,
First Evangelical Church, 5425 Gharret Ave.
62-1

All Makes & Models
Used Canisters Start at 58.88
Uprights at $12.95
131 Kensington 542-2908

V JV W W W JV W V W M W .

LAST DAY Summer Allocations Budget Request
Form-1978. DUE by 5 p.m. Friday, February 10 in
ASUM. UC 105. NO EXCEPTIONS.
62-1
MR. H. H.: You’re as blind as a bat, and you taste like
one, too. I'm not here, neither are you. Most of all:
who gives a damn? Regards—The Alligator.
___________________________________ 62-1

VALENTINE’S DAY

FUZZY WUZZY WUZ a BEAR—Little Fuzzy. 62-1
THIS WEEK’S Press Club guests are three multi
disciplinary Journalism/Forestry majors. Don't
miss it.
62-1

Send
Flowers
or
Plants
Anyplace In
The Country

GILDED LILY DINNER SPECIAL 6-9: Seafood
Special-Scallops, 515 So. Higgins.
62-1
RICHARD BOWERS FOR ASUM PRESIDENT.

____________________________________62-1
STUFFERSI UNITEI Higher wages. Compensation
against black thumb disease.
62-1
SATURDAY DINNER SPECIAL 6-9: Boeuf Nicoise.
Gilded Lily, 515 So. Higgins.'
62-1

Order Early
We also offer pots, candy and other gifts.

117 CRAIG: Thanks for the scenic splendor! From
the fiendish animals across the courtyard. 62-1
WANTED: one hack musician to entertain Kumquat
King and George. Must be able to play, sing, and
dance and do a flying Michigan leap. Call E. F. W.
for audition.
62-1

THE COPY SHOP
Corner of South and Higgins

CRISIS CENTER — confidential listening, outreach
help, and referrals for anyone, anytime. Call 5438277.____________________________ 61-51

728-3:

BRIAN, BETTER hurry, only two weeks left.

61-2

PEGGY, NEXT time lets take a horse. I hear they
don't have oii drain plugs.
61-2
Subject needed in study on the life expectancy of
Kaimin editors.
60-3
UNIVERSITY LIQUID ASSETS CORP. is accepting
applications for beneficiaries of 1978 Benefit
Kegger. For further information write to Box 4145
or 728-4299.
60-3

Standard white copies
(From one original)
1-5 — 10*
6-99 — 5*
100 & up — 4*
• Same price Legal
or Letter

SEARCH APPLICATIONS due this week! Contact
Newman Center, 728-3845.
59-4

• 20% Student Discount
Reductions
Oversize Copies
Books
Transparencies
• Other Special
Copying and Services

WHAT?! BARSHIP Intercourse? Mr. Spick? Abeer
Day? Read Satyr for details. Available at UM
Bookstore, Freddy’s, Joint Effort. While they last.
$1.00.
58-4
TEN CENT BEER 12 to 1:00/8:00 to 9:00 at The
Tavern, 2061 10th and Kemp, phone 728-9678.
Regular prices 35* glasses. 55* cans or bottles.
$1.75 pitchers at THE TAVERN 10th and Kemp.
56-21
POOL TOURNAMENT at THE TAVERN, cprner of
10th and Kemp Streets. Singles Tourney —
Monday Nltes, 8 p.m. Doubles Tourney —
Wednesday Nltes, 8 p.m.; $10.00 first prize. $5.00
second prize, 6-pack third. Double Elimination 8ball at THE TAVERN corner of 10th and Kemp
Streets.
51-26
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY OPTIONS — Call
Marie Kuffel at 728-3820. 728-3845. or 549-7721.
46-31

IT.

FOOSBALL TOURNAMENTS at THE TAVERN.
Corner of 10th and Kemp Streets. Singles Tour
neys — Sunday, Nltes, 8 p.m. Doubles —Tuesday
Nltes, $10.00 first prize; $5.00 second prize; 6-pack

7. SERVICES
WILL DO sewing, alterations, mending, complete
new outfits. 728-2138.
61-9
VW TUNE-up $15 other repairsvery reasonable, call
Bruce at 549-5687.
59-4
WOMEN'S PLACE — Health, Education and Coun
seling. Abortion, birth control, pregnancy, V.D.,
rape relief, counseling for battered women. Mon.Fri.. 2-8 p.m. 543-7606.
2-110
8. TYPING
EXPERT TYPING. Theses. Papers. 549-8664. 62-14
SECRETARIAL EXPERIENCE, electric, accurate.
542-2435.
56-21
PROFESSIONAL TYPING service — 728-7025.
__ _______________________________ 44-33
RUSH TYPING. Lynn. 549-8074.
THESIS TYPING SERVICE 549-7958.

43-72
1-75

9. TRANSPORTATION
RIDER TO WHITEFISH WINTER CARNIVAL. Help
with gas or housing. Ramona, before 8 a.m. 7284228.
62-1
NEED 1 or 2 RIDERS to BOZEMAN Saturday
morning (2/11). Call Karen, 549-8979 after 5.
_________________________________61-2

RIDE TO BILLINGS Feb. 10. return Feb. 13. 7289517 or 243-5915, Jackie.
60-3

RIDE TO HELENA Frf. 2/10, return 2/12. 549-3177.
___________________________________ 60-3
RIDE FOR 2 to BOZEMAN. Leave Friday (2/10).
Return 2/13. Call Sharon. 549-1372.
60-3
RIDE needed to GLENDIVE, for weekend of 2/10 or
2/17. Will share expenses. Call Kim, 549-1078.
__________ ________________________ 60-6
NEED ride to ROCHESTER, MINN. VICINITY for
weekend of 2/10 or 2/17. Will share expenses. Call
Kim. 549-1078.
60-6

Legislators . . .
Cont. from p. 1.

time, lead to more thorough intercampus financial and program
comparisons. The committee felt
that a concerted effort would serve
to avoid the misunderstandings
and confusion that have resulted
from past budgeting procedures.”
Not mentioned in the letter was a
part of one of the original motions
that asked the groups "to meet and
formulate alternate plans that can
possibly solve (UM’s immediate)
problem.”
However, Bardanouve said in a
telephone interview last night he
hoped alternatives for UM, includ
ing looking for possible sources of

Olson
•

...

Cont. from p. 5.

He said that staff and faculty
cuts happened so fast that stu
dents were allowed “no time to
have any say.”
Johnson, a 20 year old New
Orleans native, said that the rela
tionship between ASUM and the

LADIES’ 8-BALL
TOURNAMENT!!!

HAPPY HOUR IN THE HEIDELHAUS

~eg

tiOelhaus
9 3 STRIP

EARN EXTRA MONEY in your spare time mailing
commission circulars. Rush addressed, stamped
envelopes for free details: RAIee, BOX 1919-MK,
Boulder, CO 80306.
60-4

Is Proud To Announce
The Infampus

Sandwiches
Lobster

Pitchers 5 * Beers 3 5 * Shots
10-11 p.m.
■

6. BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Corner Pocket

Friday and Saturday
From Noon to 6 p.m. in the Library
*1“ Pitchers—45* Highballs
Also
Pizzas
Steak

11. FOR SALE

•

GIVE YOUR enemy a SPUR for Valentines day.
_______________________________________ 61-2

NEW! Copies on 100% rag paper for theses,
dissertations, and resumes

PRACTICE YOUR THEORY. Opportunities to
combine work at Forest Service with your regular
studies are available for majors in Forestry,
Wildlife Biology and Business. Apply at Center for
Continuing Education, 107 Main Hall, 243-2900.
Openings close on February 28.
62-7

RIDE TO BOZEMAN-Billings 2/10, return 2/13-2/14.
243-2648, Bill.
60-3

62-1

59-4

RIDE NEEDED for 2 to GREAT FALLS VICINITY.
Over weekend (2/10-2/12). Cal! Shelly. 728-0519.
keep trying!
59-4

RIDE NEEDED to Bozeman for 3. Leave after 3 p.m.
Friday the 10th. Call Deb, 728-2793 or Abby, 5493683.
61-2

BLUE MOUNTAIN PATROL
Your days are numbered. My forces shall strike
when you least expect it. HASSAN THE ASSASSIN
,____________________
62-1

1525 South A n . W. 728-1100

NEED RIDE to Bozeman Fri. 243-4604

PAUL — I’ve rented Madison Square Garden for the
big bout. The Savage Voyeur is in top physical
condition and ready to punch your lights out. Tell
the Butte .thugs to prepare — L. W.
62-1

HERM HAPPY UP I love you. Signed Emma.

RIDERS TO Sandpoint, Idaho Leaving Friday, Feb.
10 at 5:30. return Sunday. 549-6695 alter 6 60-3

NEEDED IMMEDIATELY: two work study students
who can type . .. one work study student to
type/transcribe from machine. Apply at School of
Education Office. LA 136.
62-2

RIDERS NEEDED to Billings to leave the eve. of the
23rd or morn, qf the 24th, to return Sunday. Tim,
728-7273.
A
61-4

HARVEY O. — You stole my kisser Super Bowl
Sunday. Could you please deliver?
62-1

a n d P lan t S hop

4. HELP WANTED

BETTY—HOW ABOUT COWBOY BOOTS? NO
SPURS. WILLY.
62-1

GILDED LILY SUNDAY BRUNCH 10-2: BlintesOmelets-Homemade rolls. 515 So. Higgins. 62-1

Jim C qaqs C o ita l

RIDE NEEDED to Seattle any weekend in Feb. 24360-3'
2129._________________

STEVE — When is the next time? I'll take the horse
.. . with a carriage.
62-1

LOST: BROWN suede cigarette case with blue,
orange & yellow design. Call 549-8035.
59-4

LOST: LOVETT X-country skf(s) between Missoula

NEED ride to IDAHO FALLS weekend (2/10-2/12).
Cell 2400300.
600

TROUBLED? LONELY? For private, completely
confidential listening, STUDENT WALK-IN. Stu
dent Health Service Building. Southeast entrance.
Daytime 9-5 p.m. Evenings 8-12 p.m.
42-34

TAKE ME to Tahiti. Or Hawaii. I’m ready, willing and
desperate.—INTELLIGENT WOMAN.
62-1

FOUND: YOUNG ADULT German Shepherd cross,
female, gold color, found at Lolo Pass 2 weeks
ago. Call Dudley, 721-2433.
62-4

LOST: ONE pair leather gloves with wool liners.
Reward. Return to UC infortnation desk.
60-3

third; at THE TAVERN 10th and Kemp Streets.
__________________________________ 51-26

—$2.00 Entry Fee
— Over 100% Return on Total
Entries In Prize Money
— Double Elimination

Every Sunday at 7 p.m.
At the South Center

RIDE NEEDED to Great Falls Fri.. Feb, 10. Return
Mon. eve. 243-4337 after 5. keep trying.
59-4

KNEISSEL RED STAR skiis. 210 cm, untapped.
$40.00, 728-9451.____________________ 62-1
BASS GUITAR — Ampeg — $200. 243-4876. 61»3
TWO BIC venturi formula 4 speakers $75 each. Tim,
728-7273.
61-5
MUNARI RALLY 360 ski boots, size 11 — never used
$45.243-4529. Also Solomon binding 202’s. 61-2
EARTH SHOES 8 * mens. 721-2785.

60-3

SKIS: Head HRP Comp. 198cm with Look-Nevada —
$90. Paul Miller. 728-1937.
60-3
FORCED SALE: Out of town owner must dispose of
1969 Buddy 12 x 60. 2-bedroom with major
appliances. Appraised value $6500, all offers
considered. Presently on quiet street in local,
court. For more Information call 728-6913 this
weekend only.
60-3
STEREO REALISTIC STA 47 Receiver 12 watt/channel. two optimus speakers, turntable $400new — my price-$250.00. 728-6562.
59-4
BUYING-SELLING. Better used albums and tapes.
All our sales are unconditionally guaranteed or
your money promptly refunded. The Memory
Banke, 140 E. Broadway, downtown.
57-21
17. FOR RENT
2 BEDROOM, daylight BASEMENT, carpet, drapes,
near Holiday Village, no pets. $190/mo. 728-2481
or 728-0083.
61-2
APARTMENT-FURNISHED — newly decorated, for
1 or 2 persons, near U. 728-4325 after 5.
60-2
18. ROOMMATES NEEDED
$85 Inc. util. E. Msla. Nltes. 549-6895.

62-3

LAW STUDENT NEEDS PERSON to share Ig. 2
bdrm. apt $116.00 mo. util. incl. 1 blk. from
campus. Prefer grad student. No cigarettes. 7281368.
62-3
COMFORTABLE, SPACIOL/S 2 bdrm. furnished
apt. In Rattlesnake, to share w/female, couple or
male. Fireplace, large yard, pets okay. $120/+utilities. Call Dennis, 243-5211 (leave message) or
728-1546. Available now.
61-2
FEMALE: $85/mo. Near Reserve, 728-7407.

60-7

SHARE 3 bdrm. house in Paxson School District
$165 plus utilities. 543-7139days, 543-7300 after 6.
___________________________________59-4
19. PETS
FREE two German-Shepherd-mix puppies, 9 weeks,
call 543-8868.
60-3
22. INSTRUCTION
DANCE Elenita Brown — internationally trained
BALLET — CHARACTER — MODERN — SPAN
ISH — PRIMITIVE—JAZZ — Missoula; Monday &
Friday. 728-1683.
57-20

funds, would be considered at the
meetings.
Bardanouve, a 20-year veteran
of the Montana Legislature, was
asked if he though it possible for
UM to get additional funds from
some source, state or federal,
before the next session of the
Legislature.
"I really don’t know, and that’s
why we passed the motion," he
replied.
“ I think it's pretty unlikely, but I
can't say absolutely. I don't want to
raise any false hopes, but I don’t
want to close any doors, either. If
there are any doors with money
behind them, I think we should
open them.”
UM administration should be close
but “ not on a buddy-buddy sys
tem.”
Johnson is a UM advocate and
has served on CB since Spring
Quarter; he also serves on SUB
and is vice president of the Black
Student Union.
Johnson plans to graduate in the
summer of 1979.

W illiams. . .
• Cont. from p. 5.

committee would give students
some say in who they want to fill
those positions.
Waddell criticized ASUM for not
being ah “effective student voice to
the Legislature and populace of
Montana."
Williams was more forceful:
“The present student government
has not been a student govern
ment. It has been shiftless, indi
rect, ill-conceived and very inef
fective. It has been non-responsive
and very individualized.”

